Chapter 9 New Standards for Transitions of Care: Discussion and Justification

Continuity of care is an important aspect of quality, yet in the 24-hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week enterprise of the teaching hospital, which encompasses multiple specialties, clinical departments, and modalities of care, transitions of care between units and providers or provider teams (also called handoffs, handovers, or sign-outs) are a common and necessary occurrence. During these transitions, the physician or team handing over responsibility for care must accurately convey information about the patients under his or her care, and the physician accepting responsibility must receive, process, and interpret this information to make judgments about what actions must be taken in the immediate future. In addition to “task lists,” this process frequently includes decisions about the degree of monitoring necessary for the patients’ acuity of illness to allow for the appropriate allocation of time, attention, and other resources. These attributes of transitions are addressed in the ACGME standards.

Transitions of Care

Programs must design clinical assignments to minimize the number of transitions in patient care. This standard seeks to reduce the number of handoffs to the minimum needed to ensure coverage, with the understanding that each transition creates the potential for information to be lost or distorted. A study of closed malpractice claims attributed a high percentage of errors in teaching settings to teamwork problems, with handoff errors being disproportionately more common in teaching settings. Communication failures were also implicated in 60% of the sentinel events reported to the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, and the 2008 Institute of Medicine report regarding resident hours and patient safety recommended that all residents receive education in patient handoffs.

Studies have shown that the frequency of transitions in patient care has increased since the 2003 institution of common duty hour standards. A consequence of the regulation of duty hours is that the responsibility for each patient may be transferred between 2 or more physicians 2 to 3 times during a 24-hour period. A study in the pediatrics inpatient setting found a small increase in medication errors after the institution of the duty hour limits and attributed this change to problems with patient handoffs.

Sponsoring institutions and programs must ensure and monitor effective, structured handover processes to facilitate both continuity of care and patient safety. Programs must ensure that residents are competent in communicating with team members in the handover process.

In 2006 the Joint Commission added transitions in patient care to its National Patient Safety Goals, referencing the need for “a standardized approach to hand-off communications, including an opportunity to ask and respond to questions.” Residents believe transitions are not adequately addressed in education and practice, noting that processes are haphazard, with no system of organized interaction. Limits on resident hours have also increased the use of “cross-coverage,” defined as residents outside of the primary care team providing care in the absence of the primary team. This increase has been associated with an increase in the likelihood of unplanned changes in care and errors attributed to problems with the transfer of information. In some surgical
programs, the limits may have increased the number of asynchronous handoffs without person-to-person interactions, a practice that is associated with even greater potential for handoff errors.\textsuperscript{1,13}

An important reason for instituting common duty hour limits was to reduce the potential for errors attributed to resident sleep deprivation and fatigue. Improving transitions in patient care is critical to ensure that the common duty hour limits realize this aim and that reductions in errors due to fatigue are not offset by increases in errors due to inadequate information transfer. Large scale studies of the effect of the 2003 duty hour limits have not found significant improvement of morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{14–16} Because these analyses have used administrative data, it is not possible to determine whether “technical problems” considered sensitive to improvements in resident alertness under reduced duty hours were offset by “communication errors” thought to result from lost information under more frequent care transfers.

The sponsoring institution must ensure the availability of schedules that inform all members of the health care team of attending physicians and residents currently responsible for each patient’s care. This standard addresses coordination of care, which has traditionally been an important concept in continuity, with classic definitions of continuity including an understanding of who is responsible for patient care and communicating this information to the patient.\textsuperscript{17,18} An added benefit of enhanced coordination is that transitions of care and handoffs are complex clinical acts, which benefit from supervision and coaching, particularly for junior learners. In addition, recommendations for transferring practices from high-reliability organizations have focused on how redundancy can reduce the risk of errors in transmission and how feedback to the presenter contributes to enhanced accuracy and learning.\textsuperscript{1} This approach is congruent with the concept of high-reliability organizations’ “preoccupation with failure” and may result in increased ability of the system to detect both deterioration of patients and errors and omissions in information transfer.\textsuperscript{19} Other recent approaches for improving transitions have focused on supervision and provision of feedback for junior residents’ handoffs\textsuperscript{1,20} and on the use of objective skills-based examinations to allow residents to test and practice handoff skills.\textsuperscript{21}
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